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Development stage II Bridge Way Sekampung Kresnowidodo-Negara Saka Pesawaran Local Government has broad implications in achieving the public welfare. The development is basically aimed to open up isolated areas due to old infrastructure has been damaged and only suspension bridge. Pesawaran Local Government has a responsibility in the equitable development and social welfare. Embodiment accountability Local Government through the Department of Public Works in addressing social problems is done by applying the principle of accountability of development stage II Bridge Way Sekampung Kresnowidodo-Negara Saka.

The purpose of this paper is to determine the accountability of development stage II Bridge Way Sekampung Kresnowidodo-Negara Saka Pesawaran Local Government. This research method is qualitative research using primary data types such as interviews (interviews) and secondary data from the supporting documents or literature and observation.
The results showed that accountability of development stage II Bridge Way Sekampung Kresnowidodo-Negara Saka Pesawaran Local Government embodied in several ways, among others: first, starting with the strategic planning of development, the Department of Public Works held a forum Development Planning Meeting to do the people's aspirations, the determination of policy direction SKPD, preparation of the Budget Public Policy were subsequently proposed to the parliament for development. Technical planning of development outsourced (counterparties or consultant planner).

Second, the implementation of the accountability of development is technically realized through the stages to determine the development of performance measurement. Evaluation and conformance related to the construction work is based on observations of the curve S by the Department of Public Works consisting of KDP, PTK, and supervision consultant. Third, evaluation and reporting of development is realized in the form of supervision by the supervisory consultants (counterparties) to perform audits and monitoring daily, weekly and monthly conveyed to the CO and the PTK on the results of the implementation of development for all construction employment contract item.
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